


It isn’t often a product line offers looks, features, performance and 

quality at a level to lead an entire industry in virtually every category.  

Design Dynamics™ presents the new Sentinel direct vent gas 

fireplace; A traditional masonry styled fireplace featuring 

the latest technology and unique design innovation.  The clean faced Sentinel 
is available in tall, 
unobstructed 36” & 42” 
opening widths.
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I N N O V A T I O N  O N  F I R E

Product design, features and specifications are subject to change 
at any time.  Refer to current product instructions prior to 
installation.

Dimensions

Dramatic Beauty
Direct vent gas fireplaces are a great hearth innovation.  
Their indoor air quality, efficiency and installation 
advantages have solidly established them as today’s 
leading fireplace category.  However with all their 
exposed louvers and sheet metal, most direct vents look 
more like a microwave oven than a fireplace.  

The clean faced design of our new Sentinel is a clear 
departure from this trend.  Every effort was exhausted 
to maximize the things you want to see, and to get rid of 
the things you don’t.  The combination ceramic ember 
bed/ steel tube burner system creates lively, colorful 
flame patterns and a deep smoldering glow only a real 
wood fire could match.  The dramatic flame picture 
is enhanced by the industry’s finest refractory brick 
liners which are individually cast and hand finished for 
incomparable masonry realism.

Absolute Quality & Features
The Sentinel features a fully electronic ignition and 
control system with battery back-up for safe, reliable 
duty even in power outages.  The system can be operated 
from a wall switch or the convenient remote control 
included.
  
Convenient & Solid Installation
The top, direct vent configuration of the Sentinel 
provides a wide variety of convenient venting options 
using our 5”/ 8” coaxial chimney system.  The solid 
steel chassis face includes heavy, continuous nailing 
flanges and drywall stops around the face frame for solid 
installation, and includes a tough, textured powder coat 
finish.  

The Industries finest refractory brick lining kits are 
hand-detailed in a custom two-tone pattern, and 
available in running bond and herringbone patterns.

Accessories
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36” 42”

A    41        48 1/4

B 35 42

C 29 34 3/4

D 20 3/8 24 3/8

X 31 35

Y 38 7/8 42 7/8

Z 43 47

•	 Perimeter	Brick	Trim	Kit
•	 Custom	Cabinet	Screen	Door	

Systems
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Standard Features:
1 Premier, fully unitized log stack
2 Conceiled Electronic Ignition and Control System
3 Louverless, Masonry Design
4 Full Refractory Brick Lining 
5 Funcional Mesh Safety Pull Screens
6 Continuous Nailing Flanges and Drywall Stops.
8 Design Certification (ANSI Z21.50) 
9 Hand Held Remote Control.
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The Sentinel’s premium log stack 
and burner with conceiled ignition 
and control system produce natural 
flame patterns and plenty of radiant 
glow.

The Sentinel’s perimer brick surround kit
(PBS-36/42) is a “must have” accessory.
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